COOKBOOK MARKET – PART TIME RETAIL SALES/PRODUCE LEAD
We are looking for a mature, responsible, and genuinely friendly individual to join our
small, dedicated and professional crew on a part-time basis.
We specialize in super tasty, responsibly raised meats, cheeses & produce. We're
committed to sourcing seasonally, locally and organically, to creating lasting
partnerships with our farmers and producers, and to serving outstanding food that
highlights these connections and high quality ingredients.
This is a fast-paced work environment, and we're here to help people and to make the
shop a place our customers want to come back to day after day.
Applicants must have a deep knowledge of food and cooking, and be able to answer
detailed questions about all of our products, including meats and cheeses, as well as
how to prepare and cook them.
We are looking for someone who is:
- Available part-time, including weekends and evenings
- Friendly, responsible, respectful, reliable, self-motivated and hard-working
- Passionate about food and cooking, and eager to learn more
- Excited about the local/sustainable food movement
- Food service/retail/farmers market/farmhand experience is ideal
- Able to lift 50 lbs
Responsibilities will include, but are not limited to:
- Merchandise produce and flower displays
- Demonstrate product knowledge including produce availability and sourcing
- Excel in customer service
- Tend cash register and assist with counter service
- Pack and unpack produce deliveries with care and attention
- Maintain a positive attitude while demonstrating the ability to work collaboratively in a
team environment
- Maintain a clean work environment
- Closing, stocking and cleaning the store
The perks: our unique store culture and generous benefits set us apart from other food
businesses. We offer a 35% staff discount on grocery purchases, a meal provided with
your shift, employer-match health care after 60 days for employees over 30 hours, and
competitive wages – we believe in the potential of our team and want to invest in their
future.

This is a part-time position. Applicants must have holiday and weekend availability with
the ability to work both morning and evening shifts.
HOW TO APPLY:
Email your resume to tabitha@cookbookla.com
Please let us know what your 3 favorite ingredients are, what your best dish is, and what
cookbook you are cooking out of at the moment.

